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Directed by Tom Hooper; Drama, Musical, Romance; PG; 2h 38m Hugh Jackman and Anne Hathaway in â€œLes
MisÃ©rables. She devours the song, the scene, the movie, and turns her astonishing, cavernous mouth into.

His wife sits on a handsome officer's lap and reaches her hand down toward his crotch as she sings. In this he's
been helped by some gifted collaborators, including production designer Eve Stewart and cinematographer
Danny Cohen, who both worked with him on The King's Speech, and the editor, Chris Dickens, whose recent
credits include Slumdog Millionaire and Berberian Sound Studio. For instance, not only did Natalie Wood not
really sing during her scenes in both West Side Story and The King and I, but the voice dubbed over the film
was not even hers. And then there is Redmayne, who swoops on screen in a flash of lips and cheekbones and
breaks every heart in the cinema. He is thereby caught up in the tragic story of Fantine Anne Hathaway , a
seamstress who falls on hard times, and her angelic daughter Cosette Isabelle Allen. First, love both sacred
and profane, and its ability to transform and transcend. Oh, and it turns out that their "care" for Cosette was
something much closer to using her as a slave. When faced with the conflict between accepting an
unexplained grace and delivering an immoral "justice," Javert reasons that he can't live with either choice â€¦
and commits suicide. History surges towards the Paris Uprising of , and the ever-swelling cast of characters
â€” Amanda Seyfried as the adult Cosette, Eddie Redmayne as Marius, her sweetheart on the barricades,
Sacha Baron Cohen and Helena Bonham Carter as a pair of villainous publicans â€” hang on, and sing on, for
dear life. Hooper is also to be congratulated on the integration of the grand set-pieces â€” the chain gang at
work, the chases, the fighting at the barricades during the aborted revolution â€” with the more contemplative
moments, and both parts with the continuous flow of music. Characters suffer painful beatings, degrade
themselves out of desperation, engage in gun and bayonet fights, claw their way through unspeakable filth,
and more. I do think that overall, however, Jackman made strong, believable acting choices. The effect on film
is a singer who is obviously lip-synching along to his own recording. Not to mention that his acting is stellar.
Papers that mark him as a former criminal so that none of the locals will offer him work or give shelter to the
likes of him. Improvised barricades, along with their occupants, are blown up. And in this case, Hathaway is
that exception. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox. The parents' guide to
what's in this movie. He raises the girl as his daughter and sacrifices for her repeatedly, even extending his
protective umbrella to cover the boy she eventually falls in love with, Marius. And that's especially true in 
And of course, the music is superb. Song after song, as relationships and rebellion bloom, you wait in vain for
the movie to, as well, and for the filmmaking to rise to the occasion of both its source material and its
hard-working performers. Subscribe User Reviews. Review of Les Miserables When one thinks of movie
musicals, live singing is not necessarily the first thing that comes to mind. Again, the character of Marius in
Les Miserables is not my favorite, but Redmayne made me like him a little more with his interpretation.
Actors must adjust their acting based on their vocal choices which possibly occurred months prior, before any
filming. He rips up his parole papers and uses his silver to build a business that employs the poor. He rushes to
her aid and eventually promises to adopt the dying woman's daughter Cosette. The authorities nab him and
drag him to the church, ready to beat him and send him back to the galleys. However, the inconsistency of
these moments was a real let down. The "love at first sight" infatuation between Cosette and her handsome
suitor Marius eventually evolves into a more enduring commitment. He is clearly the least-trained singer, and
seemed the most uncomfortable onscreen. By using live singing on set for each take, a varied diversity of
effects can be created in the moment by the actors. It completely broke the atmosphere of the song for me, and
was one of the biggest disappointments of the whole movie. The tone of the piece was lost to me, because
Jackman chose that particular moment to sing full-voiced. The film deals with abject poverty, prostitution,
imprisonment, corruption, war, and death; all of which fans of the musical will be expecting -- but bringing
the story to the screen means it has a much more realistic feel despite the fact that the actors sing virtually all
of the dialogue. Then again, so does the movie. Likewise, Amanda Seyfried simply does not have the vocal
chops to sing a soprano role such as Cosette. Perhaps his worst offense, in my opinion, came during the prayer
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towards the end of the movie. Not only was her vibrato incredibly fast a telltale sign of an unnaturally high
larynx and a dangerous vocal technique , but the digital sound of the Autotune required to fix nearly every
high note in the piece was unacceptable. We see stacked corpses in the street, and the gutters run red. Later,
when another man is falsely accused of being him, Valjean presents himself before the court to admit his guilt
and vindicate the put-upon prisoner even though that means he'll likely be arrested. In fact, I felt that his acting
was nowhere near what he is normally capable of. He leaps from a high bridge, and his body crashes viciously
into a stone partition before sinking into the water below.


